
BOOK REVIEWS By Ian C. Mercer 

 

The Testament of Ives Gundron by Emily Barton 

Imagine a remote, isolated Amish-like farming community where life is simple and 

idyllic.  Then Gundron, a farmer, invents a harness for horses and a cart and life 

irrevocably changes. 

The arrival of Ruth Blum, an Anthropology student, upsets the Mandragoran 

community even more.  With each contact from the outside it is inevitable that the 21
st
 

century crashes in and takes over. 

This is a novel about a simple way of life and an innocence that has been lost in the 

modern age. 

Emily Barton‟s tale of a rural desert-island type community is engaging and 

refreshing.  The characters, especially Ives and his brother Mandrik are well drawn 

and lifelike.  Though I found Ruth‟s footnotes slightly distracting, they did add to the 

novel.  The cultural clashing of the two worlds and the diminishing of the old way 

while progress marches ever onwards is a timely reminder in a hectic rat-race driven, 

materialistic culture that simple things are always the best. A good read, light and 

thrilling, just the thing to relax with after a manic exam! 

 

 

Juno and Juliet by Julian Gough 

A bit like Thelma and Louise for students, this tale is about two fresher sisters 

studying at Galway University and their studies and relationships (or lack of!)  It is a 

comedy of Shakespearian proportions.  Add a liberal dose of Austen, a creepy stalker 

and a suicide and you get quite a novel. 

Julian Goughs debut novel seems like a chick flick two hundred pages long.  Don‟t let 

that put you off.  A student story from a fresher‟s perspective is a good idea.  Let‟s 

face it, we‟ve all been there, so being the obvious target audience, it hits the mark spot 

on. 

It‟s stylistically a bit like Harry Potter (but without the wizards) With sentences like  

“Back a decade or so there was a brief boom in utter crap.  The utter crap market just 

exploded overnight, if you will forgive the image.  If it was pretentious and written on 

drugs, you could name your metaphorical price.  It was a good boom while it lasted 

and it lifted Conrad Hayes to giddy heights.  Here was a man who could write utter 

crap for both page and stage.  Academia wet itself.  He was suddenly the fairy on the 

Christmas tree of fashion.” 

So all in all, and nice, funny if freaky student flick, two hundred pages long! 

 

Star Wars-Dark Journey by Elaine Cunningham 

This is Star Wars- The next Generation.  Twenty one years after the destruction of the 

second Death Star at Endor, a New Republic has replaced the Empire.  Han and Leia 

got married and had three kids, Luke started a Jedi school and now they all face a foe 

even deadlier than the Empire, the vicious and brutal Yuuzhan Vong. 

The New Jedi Order series has brought many changes to the Galaxy.  This latest book, 

(tenth in a series of twenty-two) concentrates on the character of Jedi Jaina Solo who 

is balancing precariously on the edge of the dark side of the force.  This picks up 

where the last book left off, with the conquest of Coruscant and the death of Anakin 

Solo at the hands of the Yuuzhan Vong. 

It seems that every evil character in History is represented by the Vong.  Like 

religious Nazis their rampage of terror through the galaxy threatens every planet in 



their path.  Jainas capture of a Vong ship and the intense struggle that follows is every 

bit exciting as the films.   

With the immanent release of Episode Two, things are hotting up quickly.  There are 

already three more New Jedi Order books about to be released, about five movie tie-

ins and the obligatory deluge of action figures. 

This is unfortunate for this range of books as they are quite good, but will be 

overshadowed by everything in the film.  Still worth checking out though. 

 

Tolkien and the Lord of the Rings by Colin Duriez 

Tolkien and the lord of the rings, subtitled „A Guide to Middle Earth‟ is an 

introduction to the life of the author behind „The book of the century‟.  The book is 

split into four sections, but overlap each other.  This is helpful simply for the fact that 

there isn‟t an index. 

The first part is a biography of his life from his childhood in South Africa and 

Warwickshire to Oxford University, the trenches in the First world war and then his 

teaching at Oxford.  His friendship with C.S.Lewis  and the founding of the Inklings 

writers group is mentioned in detail. 

Part two really gets into Lord of the Rings.  Both its composition and themes, as well 

as how it relates to his other works, particularly the Silmarillion.  This leads to an A-Z 

of Middle Earth in Part three.  Part four analyses themes, concepts and images in all 

his works.  It also lists key people in his life and ends with a list of all his works. 

Duriez presents a comprehensive, if exhausting account on all aspects of Tolkien.  Its 

simple, straightforward approach makes it readable for both dedicated Tolkienites and 

casual readers.  That said, there is some heavy reading, especially in part four, but 

overall is an excellent introduction to Tolkien. 

 

 

Schopenhauer-A very short introduction.  By Christopher Janaway 

A short intro??  Are they crazy? It‟s a standard textbook that‟ s what it is! 

These guidebooks are supposed to give an overall picture of there subject matter , in 

this case Kantian influenced German philosopher Arthur Schopenhauer.  This though 

is way too in-depth and detailed to actually deserve that title. I think it is simply a 

marketing ploy, at 5.99 it‟s priced like a novel, but not as long.  So how they justify it 

I don‟t know! 

The actual biographical content is fine, but just a bit too detailed.  My main problem 

with it is its depressing. Schopenhauer‟s bleak pessimism is bad enough.  His 

philosophical system, based on Plato and Kant is to do with will and perception based 

on the will.  The problem I have is that it just all goes round in circles, chasing its tale 

just like the serpent Ouroburos.  So with him in particular, he doesn‟t present any 

helpful solutions to life, just makes it meaningless and confusing.  The fact that he 

influenced both Freud and Nietzsche, make this book mind-numbingly dull and 

depressing.   


